








              
                                            UPPERCUT: RING THE BELL



Alleyway

           His quarry was starting to tire very quickly now, and that suited him just fine. One way or another, the victory would be his, and his opponent would be taught a lesson that he wouldn't forget anytime soon. Again his quarry tried to attack with a flurry of punches, and again he countered and delivered some punishing blows to the other man's face and ribs. This was going to over sooner rather than later. The other combatant staggered towards him again, almost unable to keep himself upright, but tried to attack nonetheless. He sidestepped the poor attacker, while spinning around and delivering a powerful blow to the back of the man's head, sending him face first into the hard concrete of the sidewalk. He wasn't getting up for a while.
            Just then, two police cars came screaming around the corner, and he just stood there, watching them drive to him and come to a screeching halt. An officer jumped out of each car, as did a woman out of the back seat of the second car. 
          "That's him!" she said, pointing at the motionless body that he stood next to. "That's the one that robbed me!" 
          The police officers walked up and knelt down to look at the criminal. "Ouch." said the first cop. 
         "Yeah. I hear that." agreed the second cop. They both stood back up and looked at the boxer intently. 
         "This you're work, champ?" asked the first cop. 
         The boxer nodded. "Yes sir." he said. The other cop looked at the unconcious criminal, then back at the boxer again.
          "A little excessive, maybe?" he asked. The boxer turned towards the street corner and pointed at something laying on the ground. 
          "He came running around the corner and swung that crowbar at me." he explained. Both officers looked towards the crowbar on the sidewalk. 
          "Yikes." said the first cop. "Glad you were here to help. Have a nice evening." said the cop, as they removed some evidence from the fallen criminal. The woman gave the boxer a smile before he turned and walked back down the sidewalk in the direction of the gym's front door. He had been training a younger fighter when he heard yelling from outside, and ran out to the street to see what was going on. 
          "Criminals." he mumbled to himself as he entered the gym.


TV Interview

          "Did you have any fear when you ran out into the street to go after the criminal?" asked the reporter, standing in the boxer's office with a camerman behind her. He pondered his response for a moment, then spoke. 
          "No. I didn't know a crime had happened til after I encountered the criminal. I just wanted to see what all the commotion was about, and if I could help at all." he explained.
         "Sure sure." said the reporter. She had more questions. 
         "What was it like to have a crowbar swung at you?" she asked. 
          The boxer raised an eyebrow. "Very unsettling. Those things can cause great injury." he said. "It's a good thing the criminal was clumsy in using it, or he would have gotten a hit on me." he explained, recalling the weapon clearly.
          "Do you think justice was served?" she asked, again pointing the microphone at him and waiting an answer.
          "Justice," he started. "...will be served when the perpetrator is thrown in jail and prosecuted. Until then, at the very least, he'll have a large headache." he said. "Now, if you'll excuse me...." his voice trailed off. 
           The reporter took the hint and turned to leave. 
           "Thank you, champ!" she said happily, before taking her cameraman and leaving the office. The boxer sat back in his chair, and was going to close his eyes a moment, when the phone rang. He slowly reached over to answer, hoping it wasn't another news agency. He picked it up, and got a nice surprise.
           It was his long time manager. "I just saw the news, and all I can say is wow. You're the man!" said his old friend. 
           "I suppose." eplied the champ. 
           "You suppose? That's all? A little quiest modesty? My friend, we need to get you back into the ring. This little hiatus of yours needs to end. And besides, you'll have more fun fighting other boxers rather than delinquents running through the neighbourhood. Think of the challenge, think of the glory!" he explained, happily. 
           "Perhaps." he said. 
           His manager spoke up. "Perhaps? What the hell is that supposed to mean? Don't you want to fight a few more times before you retire for good?" asked the manager. 
           "I don't know. I'm busy training younger fighters, and now I'm running my promotion company as well. I've taken enough abuse in the ring. It's time I stepped aside and let others get their share of the bright lights." he said. 
            That brought his manager down a little. "Very well. We'll talk later. You have yourself a good one." he said before hanging up.


Saloon

           Whether or not you were much of a drinker, sometimes it was nice to take a seat at the bar and have a pint. For him, it was few and far between, as he had lots to keep him busy. Tonight however, he just needed a change of scenery. The boxer took a gulp of his ale, then put the glass back down on the bar while reflecting on a few things. He was mulling over returning to the ring after a lengthly hiatus, not sure if he wanted to do it all again, or quietly leave on top. He didn't have anything to prove. All the major title belts were his, the promotion company he now ran was a success, and would be better off if he stayed at the helm of it all.
           "What's troubling you, champ?" asked the bartender, who now stood in front of him, cleaning some beer mugs while talking. 
           "People want me to end my hiatus and fight." said the boxer. 
           The bartender smiled. "Oh, is that all?" he said rhetorically. The boxer only nodded, and took another slug of his beer. 
           "Ah." started the bartender, his tone a little more serious now. "A big decision I'm guessing. Oh well, if they were all small, life wouldn't be any fun now, would it?" he said, not expecting an immediate answer. 
           "Well," started the boxer. "I know I have a few fights left in me, but at the same time, I have nothing to prove to anyone, and I don't want to hold back any of the younger fighters that are up and coming." he explained.
            "An admirable idea. But.....do you have anything left to prove to yourself?" asked the bartender. The boxer thought about the question posed to him. He took another slug of his beer, and put the glass back on the counter before responding. 
            "Part of me wants to go out there and fight, not so much for myself, but to inspire the younger boxers that I have been training. Maybe I need to prove to myself that I can be a role model for them." he said. 
          The bartender stared at him. "And can you?" he asked. 
          The boxer nodded. "I believe I can." he replied. 
          The bartender smiled. "Well what are you still doing here? Don't you have a fight to train for?" he asked humourously. The boxer looked up at him and smiled. 
            "Right." he said, before getting up, leaving some money on the bar, and turning to the door. He had work to do.


Phone call

          "Great news! I'm glad you decided to get back into the ring. I mean, it really hasn't been the same in the two plus years you've been on this hiatus thing. This is gonna be great. We're gonna make some history, and a lot of money too." said his manager, happy that his longtime friend and fighter was close to stepping into the squared circle once again. 
        "Listen," started the boxer. "It's not about the money, alright? I'm personally going to donate my portion of the purse to charity. This is about me. I need to know that the younger generation of fighters can derive some motivation from this fight. I don't want them to see me as just another prizefighter chasing the almighty dollar. I want to watch me fight and be inspired. I want them to say, 'That is man who fights for honour and respect' and such. Understand?" he finished and asked.
        "Okay, okay. I get it. I applaud you for this." replied his manager. There was a time earlier in both their careers when money was more of a driving force, and fighting opponents was less of a mission and more of a quick payday and chance to sell t-shirts. The boxer wanted to show younger boxers and kids alike that you had to 
stand for something, and fight for what you believed in. 
        He turned his attention back to the conversation at hand. "Now, you were saying something about my opponent earlier?" he wondered. 
        The manager chuckled. "Yeah. Let's get back to that, my friend." he started. "Your trilogy of fights before you took a hiatus took it's toll on that last fella. He retired after the third fight, but now his brother wants a piece of you." he explained.
        "His brother?" said the boxer, confused. 
        "Yes." started the manager. "The brother has moved up the ladder quickly, and wants this fight. It's non-title, but has a lot of emotional impact if he should win." he said. 
         The boxer thought about it for a second. 
         "So you're saying that I have nothing to lose then." he said in a serious tone. His manager responded in same. 
         "Exactly. Pride and respect are on the line. Nothing more, nothing less." he replied. The boxer knew he had to do this either way, so it was better he accepted now and started training harder. 
         "Alright." he started. "Make it happen." he said. 
         The manager replied quickly. "Okay. I'll get back to you." he said before hanging up. The boxer put his phone down and sat quietly for a while.


Pre-fight

         It had been a long time since he felt pre-fight jitters. He wasn't some young unknown at his first fight, nor was he an old man trying to make a comeback against some tomato can. Here he was, breaking a long hiatus, still in the best shape possible, sitting in the back room of an arena sitting by himself, waiting for the fight to start so he could make his entrance. His entourage were a hallway away, also getting ready to accompany him. He pushed his gloves together and starting getting himself into the zone mentally, wanting to go in with the right mindset. 
        "I can do this." he said to himself, knowing that the stakes were higher this time. He wasn't just fighting a brother of a fighter he'd sent packing. Oh no. He had all the youngsters on his shoulder, including his students at the gym that looked up to him.
         The boxer knew he couldn't let them down. Sure, he could take it easy and let the other guy do all the work, but for what? He wanted to fight hard, he wanted to fight the way he always fought, with heart and determination. He eventually wanted to go in the history books as the boxer that stood for something, rather than the guy that 'won a couple belts and took it easy'. He got up off the wooden crate he had sat on, and started to practice his dance. He lightly jumped around, throwing a couple punches into the air before stopping and saving his energy. It was then that the door opened, and his manager walked through. 
           "You ready?" he asked. The boxer nodded. "Ready as I'll ever be. Is it time?" he queried.
            His longtime friend and manager nodded. 
           "Yup. Let's go meet up with everyone else, and form up near the entrance to the arena floor." he explained. The boxer turned and followed his manager out the door into the brightly lit hallway, it's low ceilings making the lights seem more powerful. They made their way down the corridor to it's end, turned left, and found their entourage waiting near a larger entrance with black canvas surrounding it. The lights were also much more dim, and there were security guards at each side of the portal to the arena floor. Just as he was about to collect his thoughts, the sound of fans screaming caught his attention, as did the ring announcer. 
           "Introducing first, he is fighting out of the red corner, he is your three-class champion of the world...."


Introductions

            The crowd was huge. It seemed like everyone decided in unity that this fight was going to epic, and they wanted to be a part of it. Lower rows were packed tight, and upon a couple of glances to the higher areas, he could see that the standing room only sections were full as well. He could see his gym students in attendance as well, halfway up on a front row, all smiling in anticipation. The judges were getting their scorecards ready, and both entourages were in the ring as the announcer introduced the fighters and their teams. 'Must also be a lot of people watching at home on pay-per-view.' he thought to himself, not counting anything out.
            As they announcer kept talking and introducing the sponsors for tonight's contest, the boxer took a quick look at his opponent, then looked down towards his shoes and collected his thoughts for the final time. Just as he found some inner pre-fight peace, the referee broke his concentration. He moved towards the official and listened to the same old instructions. 
           "I want you guys to keep it clean. Follow my instructions, and please don't hit below the belt. Good luck to you both. Please touch gloves." said the referee, as both fighets stepped up again and touched their gloves together before heading off to opposite corners.
           Both entourages had finished leaving the ring, and the small team of men that attended to their fighters had retreated outside the ring behind their respective corners. This was it. The boxer knew what he had to do. All he needed was the signal. Just then, the bell rang to signify the start, and the first round had begun. He started his dance, and brought his fists up for battle. 
           As he made his way across the ring, he looked over his opponent's shoulder at one last, quick look at his students halfway up. He allowed himself a quick smile, then went to work. Approaching his quarry, he circled for a couple of seconds, then moved it. The boxer sent his right fist flying out towards his opponents face in a wild, early haymaker.....



                                                         THE END

                                          




